Civilizations gather at Atılım!
More than 500 students from 63 countries are in the same campus along with their different cultures and colors.

Social, intellectual and well-equipped individuals feel the pulse of the world...
A university experience full of festivals, national and international activities... 67 student clubs organizing social, cultural and sports activities...

Become a part of global success!
In Top 4 Foundation Universities in THE World University Rankings 2019.
Only Turkish university in US New Mathematic Rankings,
In Top 4 Foundation Universities in THE Young University Rankings,
In Top 4 among foundation universities in THE Emerging Economies Ranking

Atılım calls you to learn, share and live life to the fullest.
Choose ATILIM to fly to new horizons with your own wings.
If creativity, observation and constant development mean more than words to you...

- Aim of the department is to educate professionals who can adapt themselves to dynamics of the sector, are familiar with digital technologies, eager to learn and produce, sensitive to social problems and have an ethical perspective and analysis ability.

- The department offers students the opportunity to specialize in the field they want with elective courses so that they better understand and learn comprehensive fields.

- If you desire to be a creative, well-equipped, competent and qualified communicator, our department is ideal for you.

Choose ATILIM for Public Relations and Advertising!

- Innovative English curriculum offering a combination of Public Relations and Advertising disciplines

- Practice courses by professionals (web design, photography, etc.)

- Active communication with professionals in the sector via our student club, opportunity to be a part of many creative works including our newspaper, Atılım Haber.

- Internship opportunities in leading companies of different sectors

- Study abroad experience at contracted universities in Spain, the Netherlands and Finland with the “Erasmus Exchange Program”

- Industry-university connection by means of Cooperative Education Program*

*Cooperative Education combines higher education with business life, and by this means, equips students with both academic knowledge and work experience.

Job Opportunities

- You may work in corporate communication, promotion and public relations units of public and private organizations,
- Advertisement agencies,
- Various fields of publishing,
- Advertisement department of TV channels.